Intramolecular energy transfer through charge transfer state in lanthanide compounds: a theoretical approach.
A theoretical approach for the intramolecular energy transfer process involving the ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) state in lanthanide compounds is developed. Considering a two-electron interaction, both the direct Coulomb and exchange interactions are taken into account, leading to expressions from which selection rules may be derived and transfer rates may be calculated. These selection rules show that the direct Coulomb and exchange mechanisms are complementary, in the same way as obtained in previous works for the case of ligand-lanthanide ion energy transfer processes. An important result from numerical estimates is that the channel ligand-LMCT state is by far the dominant case, leading to transfer rates higher than for the channel lanthanide ion-LMCT state by several orders of magnitude. The analysis of the emission quantum yield as a function of the relative energy position of the LMCT state in a typical Eu(3+) compound allows the identification of two quenching regions, the most pronounced one occurring close to the lower ligand triplet level.